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Quick Composing Tourney TT-211
Tourney name: "Auto-unpinning"
Stipulation: h#2-n (fairy)
Theme: A piece X is pinned by a piece Y, that for this tournament means the following: at least one move of X
or just lifting it up would cause a check to the own King by Y. But if X can make every move, even if there are
no blocking pieces, then X is not pinned. [For example, in the position (wKa1, wRb1, bRh1, Disparate) the wR
seems to be pinned, but every move of the wR makes the bR immobile for one move, so the wR is not
regarded as pinned.]
The point of the theme: during the solution X unpins itself by leaving the pinning line (line between Y and the
King/royal piece) without capturing or changing the position of Y and without closing the pinning line within the
same move. If the solution consists of more than one phase then every phase must have a thematic move.
Fairy pieces and fairy conditions are allowed (otherwise the theme could not be realized!).
All entries must be tested by Popeye or Alybadix.
Judge: Arnold Beine.
Closing date: July 26, 2018
Entries to Aleksey Oganesjan via e-mail: alexeioganesyan@gmail.com
All received problems will be presented to the judge in anonymous form.
Award will be published on the website http://superproblem.ru

Examples
No 1. Thematic example
Arnold Beine
Original

h#3.5
(4+7)
3rk3/4pr2/8/7p/8/2p2P2/3P4/2b1K2B
AntiCirce
1...f4 2.cxd2 [bP→d7] Be4 3.Bxf4 [bB→f8] Bg6 4.Rf1+ Kxf1 [wK→e1]#
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No 2. Example for thematic moves
Arnold Beine
Original

h#??
(5+6+4)
qQ1rk1(!b)R/5n2/4(!q1)pB1/8/4(!q2)3/8/4(!q3)3/r5BK
a) Eiffelchess; b) Patrolchess; c) Anticirce; d) Annanchess;
e) Back to Back; f) Bg6→h5, Face to Face; g) Imitator d5
e4: Grasshopper (G); e2: Lion (LI); e6: Kangaroo (KA)
In the diagram you can see 6 pinning lines – 2 towards the wK and 4 towards the bK. Note that the nLIe2
pins two pieces within the same pinning line for Black and that the nGe4 is pinned also for White, whereas the
nBg8 is pinned only for Black. The pinned pieces cannot move at all or have only Pelle-moves (moves within the
pinning line like 1.Rc8/1.Rxb8 or 1.nGe7+), but such moves are not thematic. To achieve thematic moves there
must be added a fairy condition. In the example black moves are indicated with 1. and white moves with 1... as it
is usual in Helpmates. The difference will be important when neutral pieces are regarded.
a) Eiffelchess. Although the bRd8 paralyses the wQ he cannot leave the pinning line, because then the wQ gets
her power back. Thematic moves are 1...Bd4 and 1.Se5/Sxh8, because the pinning piece is observed and paralysed.
The same thematic moves can be achieved by using “paralysing pieces (pwBg1/pbSf7)“ instead of EiffelChess;
b) Patrolchess. Only wBg1 and nGe4 (for white) are pinned now, because the other pinning pieces are not
observed. The only thematic move is 1...Ba7 interrupting the observation line;
c) Anticirce. Now wBg1, nBg8 and nGe4 (for White) are not pinned, because the rebirth squares of the
pinning pieces are occupied. The pinning of nKAe6 and nGe4 for Black depends on the used type. With type
Calvet they are pinned, with type Cheylan Black can move both, because they are not pinned at all.
The only thematic move is 1.Rdd1;
d) Annanchess. Annanchess is a rather confusing condition but with a lot of possibilities. A thematic move is
1.nBh7, because now the wR can move only as wB. The move 1...nBh7 is not thematic, because the nBg8 is
not pinned for White. But there are two other thematic moves: 1.nKAe1+ and 1.nGe1++ (even with
doublecheck), because the pieces on e1 for Black now have the power of a LI, whereas nLIe2 for White can only
move like a KA or a G respectively. Note that the pinning line is not the e-file, but only the way from e2 to e8.
Therefore e1 is outside the pinning line.
The nKAe6 is not only pinned for Black, but also for White (!), at least if “pinned“ means that a piece cannot
move because of an illegal selfcheck. From the two possible moves 1...KAh6 and 1...KAe1? is only the first one
legal, the second one is illegal (’nLI’e1 gives a check to the wK). Is 1...KAh6 a thematic move now? No, because
there is no black pinning line towards the wK! In fairy chess there are batteries that have no battery line (ectobattery), here you have something similar with a pinning line;
e) Back to Back. Now you have the same thematic moves and because of the same reasons as in d):
1.nBh7, 1.nKAe1+ and 1.nGe1++. But there is even a fourth one: 1.Sg5.
If you add a wROSEc3 and a bGc7 then you have another pinning line towards the bK that is not
straight. A thematic move is 1.Gc2, because then the RO can move only as G;
f) Bg6→h5, Face to Face. The only thematic move now is 1.Sh6;
g) Imitator d5. Now wBg1, nGe4 and nKAe6 are not pinned and cannot make a thematic move. Thematic
moves are 1.Rd7[Id4], 1.Rd5[Id2], 1.Rd4[Id1] and 1.Sd6[Ib4]
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